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 The Journal of Pacific History, Vol. 34, No. 2, 1999

 Colonial Land Law in Dutch New Guinea
 ANTON PLOEG

 THE DUTCH EAST INDIES WAS A VAST COLONY WITH A LARGE AND GROWING OUTPUT

 of primary produce, both in agriculture and in mining. The Dutch invested most
 heavily in Java and parts of the surrounding islands until the second half of the 19th
 century, when they began to expand their hold over the other, 'outer' islands. The
 expansion into New Guinea was part of that drive. Although parts of the island had
 previously been patrolled from the Moluccas, the first permanent patrol posts in
 Dutch New Guinea were not set up until 1898. The outer islands were not merely
 put under administrative control: they were also put to economic use. From the late
 19th century until the Second World War, their economy grew faster than that of
 the core: among the major products were tobacco and rubber from northeast
 Sumatra, oil from south Sumatra and east Kalimantan, and tin from islands off
 Sumatra.1

 New Guinea did not share in these developments. The size of the island and the
 nature of the terrain made exploration and administrative control costly. The
 number of patrol posts increased slowly and the island was usually administered
 from elsewhere. New Guinea was a separate district, with a district commissioner
 based there only during a brief period, from 1921 to 1923.2 In line with this light
 administration, economic development was slight. Oil was discovered in the Bird's
 Head, but the actual exploitation had barely started when the Japanese military
 overran the Dutch East Indies in 1942. After the Second World War, further
 exploration suggested that the oil supplies were of limited size.3 Commercial
 agricultural development was minimal.

 Hence, when Dutch New Guinea was reconquered from the Japanese in the later
 phases of the Second World War, the Dutch government had to start almost from
 scratch. The local administration had a quite restricted geographic scope and was
 equipped for a small range of public affairs, primarily for law and order issues. In
 the subsequent, rapid build-up, administrative practices and legal arrangements
 devised for the Dutch East Indies played an important role. However, they were
 adapted to suit New Guinean circumstances. This is the administrative context for
 the changes in land tenure legislation debated and decided upon during the second
 half of the 1950s. The administration of Dutch New Guinea was then legally based
 on a Dutch Act, the Bewindsregeling Nieuw Guinea,4 referred to in this paper as the
 New Guinea Act. Amendments of that Act had to be enacted by the Dutch

 1 J.Th. Lindblad, 'Economische aspecten van de Nederlandse expansie in de Indonesische archipel, 1870-1914',
 in J. van Goorn (ed.), Imperialisme in de Marge. De Afronding van Nederlands-Indie (Utrecht 1986), 233, 256.

 K.W. Galis, 'Geschiedenis', in W.C. Klein (ed.), Nieuw Guinea. De ontwikkeling op Economisch, Sociaalen Cultureel Gebied,

 in: Nederlands en Australisch Nieuw Guinea, vol. 1 ('s-Gravenhage 1953), 29.
 But see Poulgrain, this issue.

 4 Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden (Den Haag 1955), no. 247.

 0022-3344/99/020191-14 ? 1999 The Journal of Pacific History Inc.
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 parliament, and were thus part of public debate in the Netherlands. And since the
 land tenure provisions were part of the New Guinea Act, they were also publicly
 debated.

 Such debate duly ensued, elicited in particular by lawyers who had started their
 careers in the Dutch East Indies and who had had to deal with the so-called adat

 law, i.e. the legal arrangements of the indigenous peoples of the Dutch East Indies.
 In this paper, I first discuss Dutch orthodoxies concerning indigenous systems of
 land tenure as they developed in the late colonial era, as the subject ideas and
 policies formulated during this period were influential in the evolution of colonial
 policy in New Guinea. Subsequently I turn to colonial land tenure in Dutch New
 Guinea and the comments on the legal changes proposed in the 1950s.

 Hopefully the paper provides an inkling of what J. A. A. van Doom has called 'the
 fascination of the Indies', the 'immense and intense cognizance which from of old
 existed [among Dutchmen] for the Indies'.5 In the scholarly field, this led to the
 flourishing of a number of institutes, of which the Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-,
 Land- en Volkenkunde, now also called the Royal Institute of Anthropology and
 Linguistics, is the best known internationally. It also led to the institutionalisation
 of scholarly specialisms, both in the arts and in the sciences, researched and taught
 at universities and other institutes.

 The translations of Dutch terms and quotations are my own, unless otherwise
 indicated. I use the term 'New Guinean' for the indigenous inhabitants of the entire
 island of New Guinea. Thus, I deviate from Dutch usage in which the term
 'Papuan' refers to the indigenous population of West New Guinea and sometimes
 of the eastern half of the island as well. I use the term 'government' for the
 government of the independent state of the Netherlands, as against the term
 'administration' for the colonies of the Dutch East Indies and Dutch New Guinea.

 Van Vollenhoven

 In the course of the 20th century, the influence of C. van Vollenhoven with regard
 to colonial land law in the Dutch East Indies was paramount. Van Vollenhoven was
 a professor of law at Leiden University from 1901 until his death in 1933. In this
 capacity he lectured to the Leiden 'Indology' students, who had chosen this subject
 in order to become administrative officers in the Dutch East Indies.6 He was an

 outstanding teacher and a prolific writer who argued strongly in favour of the

 J.A.A. van Doom, Indische lessen. Neaerland en de Koloniale Ervaring (Amsterdam 1995), 4If.

 In his autobiography, van Baal, himself an Indology graduate, describes this discipline as 'strange': 'It was a training
 course for prospective civil servants in the Dutch East Indies who had to be introduced in a scholarly way to the
 languages and cultures of that area on the one hand, and the relevant problems of economics and law on the other'

 (J. van Baal, Ontglipt Verleden, vol. 1 (Franeker 1985), 48-9). At first Leiden University had the only Indology faculty
 in the country. However, in the mid-1920s a number of business men with top positions in firms operating in the Dutch
 East Indies planned and funded a second faculty at Utrecht University (H. Feddema and O.D. van den Muijzenberg,
 'Koloniale belangen in de academie: hoe kwam de Utrechtse Indologie-opleiding tot stand?' in F. Bovenkerk et al.,

 Torn en Thans. De Sociale Wetenschappen in dejaren Dertig en nu (Baarn 1978), 105-18), evidently without consulting the
 prospective employer of its graduates, the Department of Colonies (van Doom, Indische Lessen, 48). The immediate
 reason for this move was the sympathetic attitude of Leiden Indology teachers, notably van Vollenhoven, towards
 emerging Indonesian nationalist sentiment.
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 COLONIAL LAND LAW IN DUTCH NEW GUINEA 193

 recognition of the various sorts of customary law systems extant among the
 Indonesian population. Since he also published in newspapers and journals, his
 influence extended beyond his university audiences. During his lifetime he had
 already become an icon of Dutch progressive colonial philosophy, a reputation he
 has since retained.

 In line with his advocacy of indigenous law, van Vollenhoven also argued in
 favour of the recognition of indigenous land tenure. On the basis of documentary
 research and personal communications ? he visited the Dutch East Indies only
 twice ? he developed a conceptual framework to describe and analyse indigenous
 land tenure. In his view there are two types of indigenous rights to land: 'individual'
 rights and encompassing 'disposal rights of avail', beschikkingsrechten, vested in
 a group and regarding its entire territory, its beschikkingskring. Both terms are
 unfortunate: the so-called disposal rights, a literal translation from the Dutch
 beschikkingsrechten, do not entail that the group can dispose of its territory to outsiders,
 and individual rights may be held by sub-groups of the group concerned.

 To counteract misunderstanding, van Vollenhoven formulated six characteristics
 of what he had called 'disposal right'. They are: (1) the members of the group
 holding the rights are entitied to use the waste land which forms part of its territory;
 (2) outsiders need permission from the title holder to use such land; (3) outsiders,
 but in some circumstances also members, have to pay compensation for the use of
 this land; (4) the group is responsible for some specific offences committed on its
 territory and for which no redress with the offender can be sought; (5) the group
 cannot alienate its disposal rights for good; (6) groups retain ? to varying
 degrees ? some say concerning those parts of their territories that have been put
 to agricultural use.7 Notwithstanding these clarifications, J.F. Holleman has pro
 posed replacing the term 'disposal right' with 'right of avail',8 a suggestion that I
 follow here.9

 Holleman defines rights of avail in more general terms as 'the fundamental right
 of a jural community freely to avail itself of and administer all land, water and other
 resources within its territorial province ... ' He comments

 the right of avail is thus conceived also as the basic communal source of a whole range
 of discrete and more or less individualised user rights which are vested in persons or
 groups by virtue of their membership of the community.10

 Individual rights entide specific members or sub-groups of a community to specific
 tracts of a territory, or other elements ? for instance trees or buildings ? in that
 territory, to the exclusion of the rights of other community members. Hence the

 major criterion distinguishing 'individual' rights from rights of avail is that

 C. van Vollenhoven, De Indonesia en zijn Grond (Leiden 1919), 9-10.
 J.F. Holleman (ed.), Van Vollenhoven on Indonesian Adat Law, Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde,

 Translation Series 20 (The Hague 1981), 278. Van Vollenhoven, De Indonesia, 9-10.
 Prof. Jan Pouwer drew my attention to Holleman's reformulation. His comment led me to drop the term 'disposal

 right' which Hoebel and Schiller had used in their 1948 translation of Barend ter Haar's 1939 Beginselen en Stelsel van
 het Adatrecht, 'Principles and System of Adat Law' (New York 1948). Ter Haar was a lawyer who was taught by van
 Vollenhoven and who became a law professor at the Batavia Law School.

 10 Holleman, Van Vollenhoven, 43-4.
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 the former are vested in one or more, but not all, members of the community, while
 the latter confer title on all members.

 Rights of avail are not uniform across Indonesia, however, and the six character
 istics might be likened to family traits: not all of them need be present in each
 Indonesian land tenure system. Moreover, the content of rights of avail may vary
 over time. Van Vollenhoven argued that in several parts of Indonesia the agrarian
 populations had become more 'independent', resulting in a weakening of rights of
 avail and the transformation of individual rights of possession into 'eastern free
 hold'.11 He expected this trend to continue. On the other hand, the absence of
 individual rights and the existence of mere rights of avail betokened the relatively
 extensive use made of the tracts concerned. I use the term 'relatively' on purpose,
 since many Dutch observers considered the shifting cultivation systems prevalent
 in many parts of Indonesia to be unduly extensive and accordingly requiring
 unnecessarily large areas of land.

 Van Vollenhoven's so-called 'discovery' of the rights of avail concerned their
 legal nature: many, if not all, of the practices to which they pertained were already
 known.12 Many Dutch lawyers contested that Indonesians might indeed hold legal
 title to such practices.13 The issue was of practical concern, given the expansion of
 plantation areas into land hitherto covered with primary or regrowth forest,
 extensively used by Indonesians. It might be revealing to compare the discussions
 among Dutch colonial lawyers and administrators with regard to the legal nature
 or otherwise of rights of avail with those among Australian lawyers with regard to
 the legal nature of Aboriginal claims to the land they used.
 Among many of the Indologists and anthropologists working in Dutch New

 Guinea, van Vollenhoven's conceptualisations appear to have the strength of
 paradigm. In their analyses of New Guinean land tenure published in the 1950s,
 van Vollenhoven's concepts were used, and on occasion as matters of general
 knowledge, without reference to their source.14 They were also used, without
 further explanation, in the official documents discussed below.

 Crown Land

 At the time van Vollenhoven formulated his analysis of Indonesian land tenure
 systems, and lectured and wrote about it, his views were not acknowledged by

 Dutch colonial practice. From 1870, the colonial government was legally entitled to
 declare land unencumbered by indigenous rights to be crown land, landsdomein.
 Once it was crown land, it was possible to lease it to outsiders, for the purposes of
 commercial development. Under dispute, however, was the definition of those
 indigenous rights that might preclude the administration declaring that the land
 concerned was crown land.

 Van Vollenhoven, De Indonesier, 10.
 H.WJ. Sonius, 'Introduction', in Holleman, Van Vollenhoven, xxix-lxvii.

 13 E. H. s'Jacob, Landsdomein en Adatrecht (Utrecht 1945), chs 2 and 3.

 14 A. Ploeg (ed.), Land Tenure in West Irian, New Guinea Research Bulletin 38 (Port Moresby 1970).
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 While van Vollenhoven maintained that rights of avail, including those over
 waste or seemingly waste land, had to be respected, administrative practice was
 often different.15 In 1918 the Dutch government even planned to legalise this
 practice, proposing that land to which nobody could prove freehold was liable to be
 declared crown land. Indigenous rights entitling its holders to free use and free
 disposal were to be recognised as indigenous freehold and could subsequently be
 registered. The proposal led van Vollenhoven to publish De Indonesier en zijn grond,
 'The Indonesian and his land' (Leiden 1919), a sharply polemical essay in which he
 indicted the colonial administration for decades of injustice with regard to indigenous
 lands and in which he again advocated the full recognition of the rights of avail.

 This essay led to a long period of contestation, the upshot of which was that the
 government withdrew its proposal and appointed a commission ? the 1928
 Agrarian Commission ? to conduct further research and report again upon the
 matter. The commission's solution was to do away with the crown land construc
 tion and to recognise instead the Indonesian systems of land tenure, including the
 inalienable rights of avail. Simultaneously, however, it proposed to enact the
 possibility that communities had to tolerate curtailments to these rights. The Dutch
 name for this legal construction is duldplicht, a term which I translate here as
 'tolerance duty'. As the term implies, such curtailments could be applied also
 against the wishes of the title holders, but only if an independent judicial body
 decided, on the basis of a law suit, that the public interest necessitated it. The
 administration was obliged to pay compensation, consisting in part of an annual
 rent, which had to take increase in the value of the encumbered lands into account.

 Curtailments could be imposed for long periods, in order to safeguard the
 commercial development of the lands concerned.

 The report of this commission, however, did not lead to substantial legal
 reforms.16 So far I have not been able to ascertain why this was the case. Nor did
 the government re-introduce its 1918 proposals. Hence, the land laws that came to
 be applicable in Dutch New Guinea after 1949 were derived from rules enacted in
 the late 19th century for the Dutch East Indies.

 The 1955 Proposals

 In late 1955, as part of the general adaptation of Dutch East Indies legislation to
 meet the conditions in New Guinea, the Dutch government proposed an amend
 ment to section 39 of the New Guinea Act, the section dealing with the recognition
 and alienation of land under indigenous tenure. With these proposals it revived

 15 Van Vollenhoven, Die Indonesief, 78f.; W.F. Prins, review of V.E. Korn, De Grond van de Papoea in de Staten-Generaal
 ('s-Gravenhage 1956), in RechtsgeleerdMagazijn Themis, 112 (1957), 139-41.J.H.A. Logemann (review of Korn, op. cit,

 Nederlandsjuristenblad, 31 (1956), 722) writes that indigenous rights were ignored during the establishment of large scale

 agricultural enterprises. J. Breman (Koelies, Planters en Koloniale Politiek. Het Arbeidsregime op de Grootlandbouwondememingen

 aan Sumatra's Oostkust in het Begin van de Twintigste Eeuw, 3rd edn, Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-,

 Land- en Volkenkunde, no. 123, Leiden 1992) provides an appalling account of land usurpation for the benefit of
 the tobacco plantations in northeast Sumatra.

 Handelingen der Staten-Generaal, session 1953-54, no. 3364, 27, Verslagvan de Parlementaire Commissie naarNieuw-Guinea.

 Handelingen is the name of the Dutch parliamentary Hansard.
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 elements of the 1930 report of the Agrarian Commission. I have paraphrased both
 the existing and the proposed versions of section 39 in the Appendix.17

 In the covering memorandum ? the explanatory paper that ministers in the
 Netherlands attach to legislative proposals to parliament ? the Minister of
 Overseas Territories set out the reasons for the proposals. He started with the
 elements that made up land policy in the Dutch East Indies, and proceeded to
 formulate changes to this policy, a line of reasoning which suggests continuity
 rather than a new start. The Minister reiterated that protection of indigenous land
 rights was one of the primary aims of agrarian policy. Consequently, the proposals
 stated that non-indigenes could not acquire rights to land under indigenous tenure
 from the indigenous title holders. The proposals allowed for exceptions to this rule,
 to be regulated by ordinance, in other words by a law enacted according to the

 New Guinea Act. In addition, the Minister argued that the development of Dutch
 New Guinea necessitated various forms of interference in the management of land
 under indigenous tenure. Quoting van Vollenhoven, he mentioned 'checking
 overcropping, protection of forests, monitoring of land clearance, preventing that
 waste land remained closed for clearance or other uses, admission and promotion
 of large plantation enterprises'.18

 The proposals also empowered the administration to declare land to be crown
 land in cases where neither indigenous rights nor Western fee simple was vested in
 it. Finally, given that indigenous land tenure precluded outright alienation, the

 Minister turned to the tolerance duty proposed by the 1928 Agrarian Committee.
 The rules according to which indigenous rights could be curtailed were to be set by
 ordinance. Rights to all land other than 'residential sites, gardens, long-term fields
 [this category included swiddens under fallow] and other areas, to be designated by
 ordinance', became liable to curtailment. The quoted formula was repeated in the
 paragraph dealing with land to be used by agricultural enterprises.

 In reply, the parliamentary Committee for Overseas Affairs endorsed the
 proposals.19 It even seemed to favour further interference in indigenous land tenure
 by arguing that the population was 'utterly primitive', a state no doubt reflected in
 their notions of land tenure. While the committee fully agreed with the Minister
 that the future of the population, the 'weakest party' in the development process,
 should be safeguarded, it questioned whether protection of the indigenous land
 tenure systems was the right way of doing so. It expressed the opinion that West

 New Guinea was 'an almost empty country which for economic development
 largely depended on settlement by expatriates'. While the committee wondered

 whether enough was known about the indigenous systems of land tenure, it also
 expressed its concern that the preservation of these systems would, in the course of
 time, entail the continued existence of 'primitive' land tenure systems and, in
 addition, prevent the emergence of a uniform system.20

 17 I opted for paraphrasing after my attempts at closely translating produced awkward results, while furthermore
 I was uncertain how to translate the culture-specific Dutch legal terms and concepts.

 Handelingen van de Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, session 1956-57, no. 4191 (3).
 Several members of this committee had travelled to Dutch New Guinea in 1953 as members of a parliamentary

 commission, so they had at least some first-hand knowledge of the local situation.
 20 Handelingen 1955-56, no. 4191 (4).
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 The parliamentary history of the proposals is a long one. The Second Chamber
 approved them without debate on 6 April 1960. After an exchange of brief
 documents the First Chamber approved them in June of that year. They were then
 formally enacted on 30 June.21

 Korn

 While van Vollenhoven had been the main critic of the proposed colonial land
 legislation from 1918, in the mid-1950s this role was assumed by V.E. Korn, also
 a Professor of Customary Law at Leiden.22 Korn had been trained by van
 Vollenhoven and afterwards had joined the colonial service, in Australian terms
 had become a kiap. He retired in 1939 at the age of 46 ? Dutch colonial civil
 servants retired early as years of duty spent in the tropics counted double ? with
 the rank of resident commissioner. That same year he was appointed to the Leiden
 professorship, a position he held until 1958.23

 Korn did not achieve the scholarly authority that van Vollenhoven had enjoyed.
 In his conception of indigenous land tenure he remained van Vollenhoven's pupil,
 and his criticisms of the legislative proposals seemed to be fashioned on what he
 thought van Vollenhoven might have argued. Like van Vollenhoven, Korn pub
 lished his comments in a brochure and later published a paper in a scholarly
 journal.24 Korn was knowledgeable about West New Guinea ethnography, as is
 evident in the many references in his writings. He had been in a position to become
 knowledgeable as the chairman of the editorial committee of the New Guinea
 Adatrechtbundel (Commissie voor het Adatrecht 1955), a 610 page compilation of ethno
 graphic data put together to inform administrative and judicial practice.25 The New
 Guinea number (No.45) was the last in a series of such compilations initiated by van
 Vollenhoven.26

 Korn seemed to disagree with the proposals in almost every respect. What is
 striking is the deep mistrust, on the part of a former member of the administration,
 of what administrators do and even more of what they declare.27 Apparently, he

 2 Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden (Den Haag 1960), no. 261.
 Van Vollenhoven's professorship had been in customary law and in state and administrative law of the Dutch

 East Indies. After his death this task had been split between two professorships, a situation which persisted into the
 1950s. Korn held the professorship in customary law.

 J. Prins, 'In memoriam Victor Emanuel Korn', Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 126 (1970), 193-202.
 Van Vollenhoven entided his brochure De Indonesier en zijn grond, The Indonesian and his land; Korn entided his

 De grond van de Papoea in de Staten-Generaal, The land of the Papuan in Parliament ('s-Gravenhage 1956). In look and
 in layout the two brochures closely resemble each other. V.E. Korn, 'Nieuw agrarisch recht voor Nederlands

 Nieuw-Guinea', Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 114 (1958), 133-69.
 Prins, 'In memoriam', 199; Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde (hereinafter KITLV),

 Collectie Korn, 1973, Leiden, KITLV Archives.
 Koentjaraningrat,,4w//tr0/>0/og)> in Indonesia. A Bibliographical Review, KITLV, Bibliographical Series 8 ('s-Gravenhage

 1975), 93.
 In this respect too he remained a pupil of van Vollenhoven who, in his comments on the 1918 legislative proposals,

 was scathing about what he called the 'bureaus'. Whereas the lawyer van Vollenhoven may have unfavourably
 contrasted the presumed impartial sifting of evidence and weighing of interests by lawyers against the 'hostile
 arbitrariness of the bureaus', Korn's suspicions may well have been those of a field officer with regard to the
 headquarters of a colonial bureaucracy.
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 preferred to place his trust in a Montesquieuan system of checks and balances
 among governmental powers, in which an independent judiciary is able, and can
 be expected, to check the executive. Unfortunately such a system is excluded,
 almost by definition, in dependent territories. Korn deplored the retention of what
 he calls the domain fiction, by which he meant the fiction that there was land in
 West New Guinea that might be declared to be national domain, or crown land,
 since it had no indigenous owners. In his view the legal possibility of declaring land
 to be waste and vacant might tempt the administration to brush aside existing
 indigenous rights. Given the abuses to which this right had led in the Dutch East
 Indies, the administration ought to be sparing in the use of its right of retention.

 On several grounds Korn also disapproved of the 'tolerance duty'. First, he felt
 that this was a 'legal fasade',28 obscuring the fact of potential long term, if not
 permanent, dispossession. Second, curtailment of the right of local populations to
 their own land should also entail the title holders becoming partners in the new
 forms of exploitation of their land. Yet Korn saw no provision or indication in the
 proposals that this was going to be the case. Thirdly, he disapproved of the way in
 which the tolerance duty would be imposed. The 1928 Agrarian Commission had
 proposed that this would be done on the basis of law suits conducted before an
 independent judicial body, which would determine the amount of compensation for
 the curtailment of land rights. By contrast, the 1955 proposals stated that decisions
 on curtailment could be taken by the governor. He had to do this following the
 rules of an ordinance that, at the time, was still to be enacted but, for Korn, that
 provision provided insufficient protection. He pointed out that while the New
 Guinea Act provided for an elected legislative council, such a body had not been
 constituted. In its absence, ordinances were enacted by the governor with the
 directors of the administrative departments; or, put another way, by the officials
 who devised the policies leading to the desired curtailments. Indeed, section 39
 belonged to that part of the New Guinea Act that regulated the rights and duties
 of the governor.
 Korn also took issue with the report of the parliamentary Committee on

 Overseas Affairs, specifically with their statements about indigenous land tenure.
 The committee had opined that the local population was 'utterly primitive', which
 was probably reflected in their notions concerning land tenure. Hence, it expressed
 doubt whether such notions should 'dominate' the legal arrangements.29 Against
 this view, Korn held that the right to their own land was the greatest asset of the
 local population, and should thus be safeguarded. He deplored the lack of
 knowledge about indigenous land tenure,30 though the administration in Dutch
 New Guinea had invested in the study of these systems. At the time Korn wrote his
 above comments, he had finished editing the Adatrechtbundel, which contains 15
 contributions on land tenure, together taking up over 100 pages. Several resulted
 from discussions in Dutch New Guinea in the early 1950s, initiated by a paper by

 28 Korn, 'Nieuw agrarisch recht', 142.
 29 Handelingen 1955-56, no. 4191 (4).
 Korn, 'Nieuw agrarisch recht', 144-5.
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 COLONIAL LAND LAW IN DUTCH NEW GUINEA 199

 the Assistant-Secretary for Agrarian Affairs.31 But for Korn these efforts were
 insufficient.

 After all these comments, it is surprising that Korn referred approvingly to
 a 'charter' published by the Papua New Guinea Highland Farmers and
 Settlers Association, as reported by Klein in the scholarly journal Meuw-Guinea
 Studien.32 The charter was said to aim at partnership between European settlers
 and the indigenous population. B.R. Finney has made clear that such aspirations
 did exist among the New Guineans, but subsequent developments show that
 they were not matched in nature by the form of 'partnership' envisaged by the
 European farmers and settlers.33 Nevertheless, it is clear what Korn had in mind.
 He thought that curtailment of indigenous land rights by expatriates had to be
 compensated for by some form of co-operation between those expatriates and
 the indigenous title holders, so the indigenes remained the main users of the land
 and could benefit from its commercial valorisation.34 Achieving this partnership
 would not be easy, as both parties would no doubt be inclined to overstate their 35 case.

 Korn's conclusion was that the new legislation would pave the way for economic
 development by expatriates by means of relatively large-scale enterprises. This was
 the method followed in the Dutch East Indies and, given the Indonesian opposition
 it had fostered, Korn felt that another method, with greater New Guinean
 participation, should be sought. (I return to this point in the conclusion.)

 In his comments on the proposal, Korn dealt almost entirely with the interests
 of the New Guineans and scarcely at all with those of the Indo-Dutch settlers, who
 had migrated from Indonesia to Dutch New Guinea in an early form of trans
 migration.36 The latter were mostly small-to-medium farmers who had a hard
 existence with an often insecure title to the land they used. The debates over the
 proposals took place during the governorship of J. van Baal (1953-58), who wrote
 in his autobiography that he pleaded with the Minister for Overseas Affairs that the
 Indo-Dutch settiers should at least be granted leasehold. The Minister, he reports,
 was 'implacably opposed'.37 Given the expectations that the Dutch authorities had
 raised among these settlers, they had reason to expect legislation providing them
 with a safe title. Moreover, the Minister's judgement seems incompatible with the

 1 Commissie voor het Adatrecht, Adatrechtbundel 45: Nieuw-Guinea, 327. The English designation of this official is
 my approximation of the Dutch hoofdambtenaar voor agrarische aangelegenheden, an expression which I found hard to
 translate. Pouwer (pers. comm., Dec. 1995) told me that Boendermaker, the official concerned, sent a questionnaire
 inquiring about indigenous land tenure to field workers. Boendermaker was not a minor offical: in the late 50s he
 became the Director for Interior Affairs. Pouwer received the questionnaire in the course of his field research among

 the Mimika. It resulted in his 1957 paper dealing with Mimika land tenure ('Mimika land tenure', in Ploeg (ed.),
 Land Tenure in West Irian).

 32 W.C. Klein, 'Nieuws uit de Zuid-Pacific', Nieuw-Guinea Studieh, 2 (1957), 166-7.
 33 B.R. Finney, 'Partnership in developing the New Guinea Highlands 1948-68', Journal of Pacific History, 5 (1970),

 117-34.

 Korn, 'New agrarisch recht', 168; idem, De Grond van de Papoea, 20.
 35 Pouwer (pers. comm.) reports that when Hollandia town was extended in the 1950s, the New Guinean land owners

 insisted on benefiting from this new use of their land.
 36 See Pouwer, this volume.

 37 J. van Baal, Ontglipt Verleden, vol.2 (Franeker 1989), 525.
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 the opinion of the parliamentary Committee on Overseas Affairs, which had
 favoured agricultural development by expatriates.

 Discussion

 Korn's criticisms elicited replies. Those that I have been able to trace were all
 written by Dutchmen and published in the Netherlands, although possibly read in
 Dutch New Guinea. If New Guineans were in any position to take part in the
 debate over land tenure in their country, they seem to have left very little
 documentary trace in the records.

 From among the replies I have singled out those by H.G. Verhoeff and J.H.A.
 Logemann. Verhoeff was Officer in Chief of the legislative section of the New Guinea
 secretariat in the Ministry of Overseas Affairs. He published a lengthy defence of
 the proposed revision of section 39 ? which he may have drafted himself? in the
 journal Meuw-Guinea Studien.38 While discussing indigenous land tenure systems, he
 wrote primarily about their protection on the one hand and their restriction on the
 other. In both fields, the proposals gave the administration a large say and this is
 exactly the aspect that Korn criticised: the administration was to be both arbiter and
 implementer of development programmes. VerhoefFs essay was primarily a legal one
 and he did not explicitly mention the economic context in which the proposed
 legislation was to function. Nor did he discuss the presumed suitability, or lack of
 suitability, of indigenous land rights for commercial enterprises and the legal means
 by which such enterprises might be promoted. The emphasis was on the administrat
 ive protection of the indigenous population and their land rights. His paper con
 tained frequent comparisons with other colonies and dependent territories, among
 them Papua and New Guinea, but it was strikingly silent about the conditions of land
 tenure in newly independent states. These conditions were often inherited in part
 from colonial predecessors, and it might have been instructive to know how the
 governments concerned had addressed their colonial legacies.
 While Verhoeff could not have been expected to be overly critical of proposals

 produced by the administrative section for which he worked, Logemann spoke from
 a quite different perspective.39 He had been a professor in the Batavia Law School
 from the mid-1920s to the late 30s and had also been a member of the 1928

 Agrarian Commission, which had proposed the introduction of the 'tolerance duty'.
 At that time he belonged to the progressives among the Dutch living in the Dutch
 East Indies. From mid-1945 to mid-1946 he was Minister for Overseas Territories.

 In this capacity he argued, in accordance with his former progressive views
 and against considerable opposition, in favour of opening negotiations with the
 Indonesian nationalists, and against first 'establishing order'.40 After the 1946
 parliamentary elections he was not reappointed and shortly afterwards he became

 H.G. Verhoeff, 'Overheid en grond in Nederlands-Nieuw-Guinea. Beginselen van agrarisch beleid', Nieuw-Guinea
 Studien, 1 (1957), 31-58, 129-46, 225-56.

 39 C. Fasseur, 'J. H. A. Logemann', Biogrqfisch Woordenboek van Nederland, vol. 4 ('s-Gravenhage 1995), 316-8.
 L. de Jong, Nederlands-Indie, Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog ('s-Gravenhage 1986), vol.1 lc,

 pt 3, 635-55.
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 the Professor for Indonesian State and Administrative Law at Leiden, a position he
 still held in the mid-1950s. Since this topic had formed part of the teaching
 assignment of van Vollenhoven,41 Logemann was Korn's close colleague at the time
 of the debate discussed in this paper.

 Logemann published two reactions to the land tenure proposals: a paper in a
 Dutch law journal and a review of Korn's 1956 brochure.42 With his criticisms of
 the 'tolerance duty', Korn had implicitly criticised Logemann. Logemann replied
 that complete recognition of indigenous land tenure was an impossibility. Western
 types of agriculture, whether large- or small-scale, and the establishment of towns
 and cities, necessarily required Western systems of land tenure, since indigenous
 land tenure did not recognise either absolute alienation or permanent rights, unless
 vested in group members. As Logemann wrote,

 conflict is unavoidable; it is part of the broad culture conflict into which the Papuan
 has been drawn and which pervades his life-situation. The Netherlands have taken
 responsibility for a solution which cannot be without pain, but which has to be
 constructive if it does not degenerate into colonial injustice.43

 WHEREAS MAINSTREAM DUTCH colonial policies in the 1930s are now seen, at the
 least, as conservative (I choose my words with caution since the issue is still
 passionately debated in the Netherlands), the policies of the 1950s with regard to
 Dutch New Guinea are generally viewed as more progressive. Nevertheless, there
 are interesting parallels between the 1918 proposals to amend the agrarian
 legislation in the Dutch East Indies and the ensuing discussions, and what happened
 to the 1955 proposals discussed in this paper. In both cases, the proposals sought
 to give the colonial administration greater powers to interfere in indigenous land
 tenure systems, in order to promote economic development. In both they were
 criticised by an academic who stood up for indigenous interests. A prolonged
 discussion ensued, which led to a prolonged legislative process. While in the first
 case the discussion extended to the Dutch East Indies, where Indonesians took
 part,44 in the second case New Guineans were involved, if at all, in only a marginal
 way. But it may be that awareness of the proposed changes may have been slight
 among the Dutch community in New Guinea. Jan Pouwer had no recollection of
 it,45 although he was then a researcher working for the Kantoor voor Bevolkings
 zaken, the social science research bureau of the administration, and despite his
 interest in land tenure.46

 That there are similarities between the two discussions has, in my view, to do
 with the formation of late colonial society, in which the administration has to
 accommodate the interests of commercial developers with those of the indigenous

 41 See fn 22.

 J.H.A. Logemann, 'De grondslagen van het agrarisch beleid in Nederlands Nieuw Guinea', Nederlands Juristenblad,
 31 (1956), 229-35; 'Review of Korn', ibid., 721-2.

 43 Ibid., 721-2.
 Korn, 'Nieuw agrarisch recht', 138.
 Pouwer, pers. comm, 1995.
 See, e.g., Pouwer, 'Mimika land tenure'.
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 populations. The administration needs to augment its tax base, and thus has to
 create opportunities for those who are likely to produce taxable profits and live off
 taxable incomes (often expatriates), but on the other hand it cannot create such
 opportunities at the expense of the indigenous population. This quandary results in
 legislation which attempts to cater for both needs.
 While in Dutch New Guinea the interests of the indigenous populations were

 said to be paramount, there were strong pressures for economic development by
 Western enterprises. This was not only the case in mining, but also in agriculture.
 The establishment of plantations in New Guinea is anticipated in the ministerial
 instruction to the Advisory Commission on Agrarian Affairs that visited Dutch New
 Guinea, and Papua and New Guinea, in 1953. One of the points of the ministerial
 instruction, as reported by the commission, reads,

 Apart from the local population, other population groups, among them Dutchmen,
 must take part in agricultural development. For that reason the committee will as a
 matter of course have to scrutinise diverse types and systems of agriculture.47

 The commission, however, concluded that the prospects for large-scale agriculture
 were generally unfavourable at the time. It reached this conclusion on the basis of
 economic considerations: the initial costs were high and the returns quite uncer
 tain.48 Van Baal's autobiography shows that, when he was Governor, the Depart

 ment of Overseas Territories nevertheless favoured this policy. He writes that the
 Director and Deputy Director of the New Guinea Directorate of the ministry were
 men who had held managerial positions in the Dutch East Indian bureaucracies;
 their political views were essentially conservative, intent on bringing about econ
 omic progress in New Guinea primarily through the means of Western enterprises.
 In this way the colony could start paying its own way. Van Baal gives the
 impression that both men wanted to achieve their objectives in a short period of
 time: 'it is certain that both showed deep disappointment over my policies. They
 had not led to the flourishing of private Dutch enterprise in the colony.'49 In others
 of his publications of the period, van Baal argued against fostering Western
 agricultural enterprises in New Guinea and in favour of creating a large group of
 New Guinean farmers.50 In line with this view, the Nimboran community develop
 ment project which had aimed at establishing a mechanised farm on indigenously
 held land, run by a co-operative society with indigenous members, 51 but which had
 failed, was reorganised so New Guineans could establish their own commercial
 farms on their own land.52 A similar approach was followed in the Cenderawasih
 Bay area.53

 47 Rapport van de commissie van advies inzake de agrarische ontwikkeUngsmogelijkheden in Nieuw-Guinea ('s-Gravenhage 1955),
 10.

 48 Ibid., 110-11.
 49 Van Baal, Oniglipt Verleden, II, 289, 529.
 50 Idem, OntgUpt Verleden, I, II.

 51 Van Baal, 'Algemene sociaal-culturele beschouwingen', in Klein, Nieuw Guinea, 230-58.
 52 P.J. van Dooren, 'The role of co-operatives in community development', Nieuw-Guinea Studien, 3 (1959), 258f.
 53L.H. Huizenga, 'De landbouwkernen op Japen en in de Waropen', Nieuw-Guinea Studien, 3 (1959), 77-99;

 L.H. Huizenga and M. de Vries, 'De landbouwkernen op Japen en in de Waropen in 1958-1960', Nieuw-Guinea Studien,
 6 (1962), 299-342.
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 Nevertheless, legislative provisions for the participation of New Guineans in the
 cash economy, such as those enacted in Papua and New Guinea in the early
 1950s,54 did not eventuate in Dutch New Guinea. Van Baal's 1953 blueprint for the

 Nimboran community development project contained little about land tenure. This
 was the first project in which the administration planned the increased participation
 by New Guineans in commercial agriculture. L.H. Huizenga writes that in the
 Cenderawasih Bay area farms were established by title holders 'renouncing' their
 rights in favour of the individual farmers, who thus acquired 'individual rights of
 possession'.55 There does not seem to have been a central legal provision for this
 transaction, although it may have been viewed as a non-traditional customary
 arrangement. The lack of attention to legislation regarding the adaptation of
 indigenous land tenure to commercial exploitation possibly resulted from the idea
 that the indigenous title holders themselves would gradually change their land
 tenure systems in response to these new circumstances,56 yet another idea put
 forward by van Vollenhoven.

 To conclude, I return to Logemann's comments on Korn. According to Loge
 mann, some 'pain' is unavoidable when the administration of a colony attempts to
 allow the indigenous population to take part in the new society in which it is now
 encapsulated. He argues that it is permissible to inflict this pain if the administra
 tion's attempts lead to a 'constructive solution'. He criticises Korn for ignoring this
 point. As Logemann admits, his review is too short for a full discussion, so it
 remains unclear what measures and types of pain are permissible and when a
 solution might be considered sufficiently constructive. On this matter, Korn appears
 to prevail with his insistence that the Dutch government might have been more
 open about the type of development that it envisaged for Dutch New Guinea, and
 hence more open about the pain it intended to inflict.

 Appendix

 Section 39 of the New Guinea Act, the section that was to be replaced by the disputed
 proposals, consisted of four subsections. The first two stipulated that the governor was
 empowered to make land available in freehold, leasehold and rent; in the case of freehold
 according to rules to be set by the Dutch cabinet, and in the other two cases by ordinance.
 The third subsection ruled that the governor had to see to it that land alienation did not
 encroach on the rights of the local population. The fourth that an ordinance was to be
 enacted setting the rules according to which New Guineans could rent their land to
 non-New Guineans, or let non-New Guineans use their land.

 The proposed section 39 was more circumstantial and did provide the local populations
 with more protection than the existing legislation. It contained seven subsections. The first
 sentence of the first subsection stated that the governor saw to it that land rights of the local
 population were respected. It further ruled that alienation could take place only according
 to legal regulations. The second subsection regulated the imposition of the tolerance duty.
 Imposition had to follow rules set by ordinance, could take place only in the 'general

 R. Crocombe and R. Hide, 'New Guinea. Unity in Diversity', in R. Crocombe (ed.), Land Tenure in the Pacific,
 3rd edn (Suva 1987), 324-76.

 55 Huizenga, 'De landbouwkernen op Japen', 88.
 56 Handelingen van de Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, session 1956-57, no. 4191 (2).
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 interest', had to be based on specific reasons, and could not include residential sites,
 gardens, whether planted or under fallow, and possibly other categories of land. The third
 restricted the alienation by New Guineans to other non-New Guineans of rights to land and
 of rights to the buildings, plantings and forests on it. Subsection 4 stated that vacant land
 could be declared crown land. Subsection 5 and 6 repeated the first two subsections of the
 existing section 39, concerning the alienation of land in freehold, leasehold and rent by the
 governor. Subsection 7 laid down that agricultural enterprises, unless they were small-scale,
 could be held only in the form of leasehold, for a maximum of 99 years, or through rent.
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 ABSTRACT

 Amendments proposed, in 1955, to the section of the New Guinea Act dealing with the recognition
 and alienation of land under indigenous tenure in Dutch New Guinea led to open debate. Orthodox
 views on the land rights of colonial subjects in the Dutch East Indies, and the criticisms levelled at
 the colonial administration by the distinguished legal expert, C. van Vollenhoven, provide a context
 for appreciating the debate over land law in Dutch New Guinea. The failure of the 1928 Agrarian
 Commission to introduce legislative change saw Dutch New Guinea, in 1949, inherit land legislation
 that had been in place since the late 19th century. The criticisms of the 1955 proposals voiced by
 V.E. Korn, van Vollenhoven's successor at Leiden, lie at the centre of a debate which essentially
 turned upon differing visions over the future of Dutch New Guinea and the nature of the relationship
 between Dutch residents and the indigenous New Guineans.
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